Getting Started with API Testing
You can use CTP to add, review, extend, and reorganize API test scenarios. This API Testing functionality requires that you have a SOAtest
server running and connected to CTP.
From CTP's Test Scenario management page, you can add, configure, and manage test scenarios and test clients for REST and SOAP APIs.
The test configuration interface is designed to help new users rapidly define a core set of tests. In addition, you can review, modify, and extend
your team's existing library of test assets created in SOAtest desktop.
There are three main ways that your library of test scenarios can be used in CTP:
Automated provisioning during testing: You can configure a test job that you want to execute one or more times, then associate an
environment context with that test scenario so that the appropriate environment is always provisioned before that test job is run. For
example, a test scenario can use one set of test data and endpoint variables for execution in a development testing environment and
another in a system integration testing environment. The job execution history stores the associated test environment settings and
variables along with results, enabling complete traceability.
Automated testing during provisioning: This is essentially the flip side of the above use case. Test scenarios can be automatically
executed when a specific test environment is provisioned. For instance, you can configure functional test scenarios to execute whenever
your functional testing environment is provisioned—or your security test scenarios to execute whenever your security test environment is
provisioned.
Customized health checks: Your test scenarios can be used to assess the health of a specific component (a real system component
such as a third-party service, mainframe, database, etc.—or a virtual asset that simulates the behavior of an actual system component).
For example, you could run tests to validate that the virtual asset is behaving in the same way as the actual asset whose behavior it is
simulating. These tests can be associated with any component type.

